The mission of Optometry Cares - The AOA Foundation is to expand eye care awareness, education and research and access to **eye health** and **vision care to everyone in the United States** in order to enhance human performance and quality of life.
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In our 24/7/365 society, we are all very busy and often aren’t able to take the time to look around and notice those who might need our help. The definition of ‘help’ is give or provide what is necessary to accomplish a task or satisfy a need; render assistance to; cooperate effectively with; aid; assist. Any person, at any given time, under certain circumstances, may need assistance.

That help can come in many forms. That’s the beauty of Optometry Cares® – The AOA Foundation. Whether it’s providing a check to an optometrist whose office has been damaged by nature’s wrath, helping a struggling single mother receive a much-needed eye exam, or providing a scholarship to a deserving optometry student to offset the cost of state-of-the-art education, our foundation stands ready to help.

In addition to providing that assistance when it’s needed most, we are the caretakers of optometry’s rich and storied past, through honoring the contributions of doctors through the National Optometry Hall of Fame, or preserving the profession’s artifacts and documents through the work of the Archives and Museum of Optometry.

You have offered your support in a number of ways – through your financial donation, your volunteer work through VISION USA, running the 5K at Optometry’s Meeting®, reassuring a worried parent after providing an InfantSEE® eye assessment, or simply saying thanks to the many ophthalmic companies who help fund the foundation. In these and many other ways, you are helping further the mission of our organization. Optometry is a very caring profession, and for that, I am deeply grateful to all who’ve made so much possible.
Every parent marvels at the miracle of birth. Those tiny hands clinging to Mom and Dad. Those first joyous sounds of life even if it’s a wail instead of a precious coo. And those big, bright eyes seeing the outside world for the first time.

Ah, yes, those eyes. That’s the focus of InfantSEE®, the flagship program of Optometry Cares® that delivers free, comprehensive eye and vision assessments for infants 6-12 months of age. The program builds on a deep understanding that early detection of vision problems make a vast difference in an infant’s development and quality of life.
Started more than 11 years ago, InfantSEE® has reached more than 131,000 infants across America. Each year, thousands of optometrists provide their services, touching the lives of their neighbors in communities large and small across America.

Those numbers tell a compelling story about raising awareness and identifying potential eye conditions that can make a big difference in a child’s future. In fact, InfantSEE data consistently shows that 10 percent of the infants assessed need intervention or follow up to address risk factors such as refractive error, ocular health, binocularity, visual acuity, and ocular motility conditions.

Making a difference in her community opened the eyes of Mary Gregory, O.D., FCOVD, who, along with her associate, Miranda Lepinski, O.D., sees about 100 babies each year at her vision therapy clinic in Monticello, MN.

Identifying vision problems that help infants tells the real story of InfantSEE that extends well beyond sheer numbers. Brittany Corbett, mother of Finley, knows this all too well.

Her precious daughter was diagnosed with amblyopia by Jarrod E. Davies, O.D., FCOVD, during an InfantSEE exam at the Utah Vision Development Center in South Jordan, UT. After Finley received glasses to correct her condition, her smile at really seeing Mom warmed the hearts of many and displayed the power of Optometry Cares®.

As Brittany Corbett says, “I am so grateful for this program and how it has tremendously helped our family. I would love to help or do anything that has to do with helping others know more about InfantSEE or amblyopia. Thanks so, so much!”

Opening Eyes of Students

Tomorrow’s optometrists hold the promise of reaching more infants and parents such as the Corbetts. To do so, InfantSEE representatives connect with students and area residents at several optometry schools each year.

Sponsored by The Allergan Foundation, the annual visits open students’ eyes on the necessity of caring for the vision and eye health of infants and children. Last year, stops at five campuses attracted more than 1,350 people. Schools involved in the 2016 tour were: Southern College of Optometry; State University New York College of Optometry; Illinois College of Optometry; Western University of Health Sciences, College of Optometry; and Southern California College of Optometry at Marshall B. Ketchum University.
My challenge to students at all of the schools is to commit 10 words to patients: ‘I will walk with you every step of the way,’” says Glen Steele, O.D., chair of the AOA InfantSEE® and Children’s Vision Committee.

The program goes a long way in educating and motivating students, says C. Troy Allred, O.D., assistant professor and chief of pediatric and vision therapy service at the University Eye Center at Ketchum University. “Our students were inspired and motivated by the program and the potential they have to make a difference in the world. The program has a unique way of encouraging students and faculty to re-examine our role in changing lives for the better.”

The funding and volunteer support of optometrists across the land makes a difference and impacts the lives of so many people in their communities. The AOA Foundation also relies on the generous support of Johnson & Johnson Vision, The Allergan Foundation, Enroll Benefit Options & Centene Charitable Foundation, and Care Credit, a part of Synchrony Financial.

The 2016 Optometry School Visit Participants

Parent advocate Sarah Denton and daughter Erla, at SCCO presentation.  
Tom Sullivan poses with students after the InfantSEE presentation at Illinois College of Optometry.  
Tom Sullivan shakes hand of student at Western University College of Optometry event.  
Marilyn Vricella, O.D., Pediatric Residency Supervisor and Assistant Clinical Prof & Parent Advocate, Robin Benoit, lend a helping hand while students select attendance prize winners.

Dr. W. David Sullins, Jr. InfantSEE® Award

“InfantSEE® is really the entry point into a lifetime of eye and vision care,” says Kerry Beebe, O.D., Brainerd, MN. Dr. Beebe took this to heart when he accepted President Carter’s challenge to carry forward the program and the vision of Dr. W. David Sullins, Jr. He’s been involved in the program since its inception. Last year alone, his practice at Brainerd Eyecare Center assessed more than 115 infants. This commitment extends to educating parents, patients, and his community on the importance of children’s vision. Dr. Beebe’s unselfish participation in the program earned him the distinguished 2016 Dr. W. David Sullins, Jr. InfantSEE® Award. The annual honor is bestowed on a provider who goes above and beyond to advocate and serve pediatric patients.

In 2016 alone, Dr. Beebe’s Brainerd Eyecare Center assessed more than 115 infants along with educating parents, patients, and his community on the importance of children’s vision.
Volunteer Optometrists 3,061
Assessments Reported 8,009
Infants with an eye issue requiring follow-up care 560

PATIENT DEMOGRAPHICS

51% Boys
49% Girls

HOW I LEARNED ABOUT InfantSEE®

47% Current patient
22% Family friend
11% Other (TV, Radio, Print)
10% Referred
8% Website
2% Parenting class

CONDITIONS IDENTIFIED

32% Refractive
29% Ocular Health
21% Binocularity
9% Visual Acuity
8% Ocular Motility

Data collected through InfantSEE reveals that 1 in 10* infants exhibited an eye issue requiring need for follow-up care.

18% of infants identified with an eye issue were born premature

* Covers lifetime of the program

InfantSEE, developed by the American Optometric Association and Johnson & Johnson Vision, is a public health program designed to ensure that eye and vision care becomes an essential part of infant wellness care to improve a child’s quality of life. Under this program, participating AOA member optometrists provide a comprehensive infant eye assessment between 6 and 12 months of age as a no-cost public service.
All health care practitioners get into the profession to be able to give back to the community, because you enjoy what you do and want to help take care of people and make a difference. I would encourage all doctors of optometry to participate in VISION USA.”

- Michael Holland, O.D., Raleigh, NC
Celebrating its 25th Anniversary in 2016, Volunteers In Service In Our Nation (VISION) USA reaches thousands of low-income, uninsured families in every corner of America.

Social service agencies connect those less fortunate to volunteer AOA members who so generously donate their time and talent to provide eye care. In 2016 alone, more than 3,300 eye conditions were identified and more than one-quarter were previously undiagnosed.

Referral Agencies

“I don’t just have one story to share, but one version of the same story that keeps being repeated to me. One doctor in our area goes above and beyond for the clients that are referred to him. For the population that is served by The Salvation Army, receiving an eye exam and glasses is a godsend and a blessing. Many of the persons who have been referred by The Salvation Army have been homeless [sometimes for years], have no income, and are ecstatic to get this service absolutely free!”

Wilmington, NC

“You have helped so much and so many. We are so grateful for all the ways you have helped our participants. Not only did you provide the gift of sight, but you gave them hope - that people care.”

Atlanta, GA

Applicants

“Just wanted to thank you for being there. I had my eye exam and received new glasses. My doctor was very nice, and the staff was wonderful and friendly. I’m not used to being on the receiving end of assistance but they treated me just as any other client. Thanks to each and every one who works with VISION USA. Your organization made a difference in my life!”

Gainesville, FL

“I can see and go to work. I can tell the difference between a Robin and Blue Jay today. It’s really wonderful.”

Tulsa, OK

For so many Americans, VISION USA makes a difference in times of need.
Optometrists

“I have been a VISION USA provider for my entire career. A patient came to my office for a comprehensive eye examination and asked if I remembered her. I had to be honest... I did not. She went on to tell me she was a VISION USA patient four years prior and that receiving that eye exam and glasses changed her life. She was able to get a job and promised herself she would come back to thank me and pay for her next eye examination. VISION USA is a vital resource to help those in need get back on their feet.”
Andrea P. Thau, O.D., NY, AOA President

“I first became interested in becoming a VISION USA provider in 1998 after noticing that many of the patients that I was seeing that were low income complained about not having insurance or not being able to afford eyeglasses. Once I started examining VISION USA patients as a provider, I quickly noticed that some of the patients had undetected ocular disease or uncorrected refractive error that affected their quality of their lives. VISION USA addresses the health disparities that exist when patients have no access to eye care services because of financial reasons.”
Dana Cocké, O.D., WA, Chair of VISION USA

VISION USA addresses the health disparities that exist when patients have no access to eye care services because of financial reasons.” - Dana Cocké, O.D.

Dedicated Providers
VISION USA honored three optometrists for making a difference in 2016 by helping their neighbors in need.

Jessica Kruse, O.D.
Vision Source - Fairview
Allen, Texas

Jeffrey Long, O.D.
Children & Family Eyecare
Tulsa, Oklahoma

Edward Weaver Jr, O.D.
Wilmington Optometry
Wilmington, North Carolina
VISION USA, a program of Optometry Cares® - The AOA Foundation, is a community health program that makes possible a comprehensive eye exam for low-income, uninsured families. The program depends on a network of referral agencies to connect the underserved in communities across the country to AOA member optometrists who donate their time to provide eye care. Through the generosity of these optometrists and dedicated referral agencies, more than 431,000 eye exams have been made possible since the inception of the program in 1991.
OPTOMETRY’S MEETING®

Each year, the optometric industry gathers to educate and engage its members. Additionally, the annual event provides an opportunity to look back and move forward.

Johnson and Johnson Vision, Inc. selected Optometry Cares® and our InfantSEE® program to be a part of their “Donate a Photo” (DAP) campaign. Through this campaign, Johnson & Johnson Vision agreed to give $1 to Optometry Cares for every photo uploaded to their DAP mobile application.

People donated 20,000 photos through this campaign!

Optometry Cares certainly plays a large role in the discussions, planning and fundraising to ensure its vibrancy as the industry’s premier foundation that serves so many in times of need.

As part of the 2016 Optometry’s Meeting held in Boston, MA, more than 350 participants registered for Optometry Cares — The AOA Foundation 5K Run/Walk. Sponsored by The Vision Council and Transitions, industry members raised more than $25,000 for the Foundation. The event took place on Scenic Castle Island, with the historic, 19th Century-era bulwarks of Fort Independence.

VISION USA celebrated its 25th Anniversary in Boston with a special celebration and desserts. Optometry Cares hosted a Recognition Reception, Blast From The Past, and National Optometry Hall of Fame ceremony.

1. Jack Schaefer, O.D., Optometry Cares Advancement Committee Chair; Alan Cleinman, Founder & President, Cleinman Performance Partners; Allan Barker, O.D., Optometry Cares Board President. 2. Finishers at the 5K. 3. On your mark...get set... 4. Andrea Thau, O.D., AOA President; Paul Ajamian, O.D., Hall of Fame Committee Chair; Christopher Quinn, O.D., AOA President-Elect. 5. Scott Burks, O.D., VISION USA Committee Member; Dana Cocké, O.D., VISION USA Committee Chair; Michael Heil, O.D., VISION USA Committee Member Celebrating VISION USA’s 25th Anniversary. 6. Smile for the camera at the Donate A Photo booth.
OPTOMETRY’S FUND FOR DISASTER RELIEF

In August 2016, Louisiana experienced torrential downpours. The record rainfall caused extensive flooding, swamping numerous practices and homes in the southeast part of the state. Faced with closure and mounting bills, Optometry Cares® stepped in with grants from Optometry’s Fund for Disaster Relief.

The lifeline helped Chris Wroten, O.D., who operates Bond-Wroten Eye Clinic’s location in Denham Springs, LA, keep hopes alive to reopen the practice for his patients and employees. “The grant we received from Optometry Cares Fund for Disaster Relief was so instrumental in kick-starting the recovery process and getting us through those first weeks, which were by far the most challenging.”

Such support also provided critical funding to Valerie Sharpe, owner of Alpine Eye Care & Eyewear in Telluride, CO. Her practice sustained catastrophic flooding when a sprinkler system burst two floors above her clinic.

She called on the Colorado Optometric Association where staff encouraged her to apply for a grant. She did so. “It was a very brief application, and I received a call about two weeks after submission telling me the full grant award had been approved. It was very unexpected, but helpful because I had not received any insurance payment. This money contributed directly to maintaining my staff payroll, which was much appreciated.”

Dr. Sharpe is a believer in supporting the disaster relief fund. “Even with adequate insurance, there is always an economic burden, and knowing another practice like mine will benefit directly by your contribution is reassuring.”

Optometry’s Fund for Disaster Relief paid out more than $74,000 to 19 doctors in 2016. Yes, a helping hand in times of need because Optometry Cares.
HERITAGE SERVICES
THE ARCHIVES & MUSEUM of OPTOMETRY and The OPTOMETRIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY

It is the critical mission of the Heritage Services Program to provide eye care professionals and the communities they serve with a deep knowledge and holistic understanding of optometry’s contribution to society. These pillars are supported by the profession’s long tradition of upholding ethics and standards, expanding the scope and quality of care and improving public health. The brick and mortar of this firm foundation are held in The Archives & Museum of Optometry (AMO). The Optometric Historical Society collaborates with the AMO to ensure the preservation and development of the collections and to provide venues for public programming and research.

**Based in the St. Louis headquarters of the AOA, the AMO’s holdings chronicle the birth and development of the profession and the practice and science of optometry in the United States and the world.** The Foundation’s mission and the American Optometric Association’s commitment to promoting quality education and care in optometry and enhancing public awareness of and access to information about eye health.

"Each generation creates its own history," says Ronald Ferrucci, O.D., advisory committee president of the Optometric Historical Society (OHS) that works in tandem with the AMO. "If we let a generation go by without documenting its unique story, we will have lost the institutional memory of the individuals who participated. The OHS is working very hard in a number of ways to see that the progress our profession has made in the past 50 years is carefully documented before we lose the visionaries who made it possible."

The AMO (Archive and Museum of Optometry) preserves the history of the American optical industry. Located at the AOA headquarters in Saint Louis, Missouri.

NATIONAL OPTOMETRY HALL OF FAME

The optometric profession advances thanks to the dedication and contributions of its practitioners. Three of the industry’s esteemed doctors were recognized for their impact on the profession: the late Joseph Babcock Sr., O.D., of Ohio; Louis Catania, O.D., of Florida, and the late Richmond Lewis Scott, O.D., of Indiana. The inductees were honored at a ceremony during Optometry’s Meeting® in Boston, MA.

Started in 1998, the National Optometry Hall of Fame has recognized and honored optometrists who have made significant and long-lasting contributions to the optometric profession.

CAMP COURAGE: A HELEN KELLER EXPERIENCE

Inspiring hope. Making a difference. Camp Courage does that and more for children facing obstacles because of vision and hearing impairments. Eleven campers received an opportunity to reach higher both academically and socially thanks to the support of Optometry Cares®. Students from Alabama, Tennessee, and Wisconsin, along with supportive relatives, attended the three-day camp in Tuscumbia, AL. Held at Ivy Green, birthplace of Helen Keller, the camp offers hand-on learning similar to Keller’s inspiring instruction from Anne Sullivan. Blind and deaf from an early age, Keller became a role model for those facing and overcoming such difficulties.

The generosity of AOA Foundation donors has made such trips possible for those in need since Camp Courage started in 2013.

2016 EXPENSES

- Program Delivery & Support 84%
- General Administration & Fundraising 16%

aoafoundation.org
SCHOLARSHIPS AND GRANTS

Optometry Cares® understands the value of supporting tomorrow’s leaders. To do so, the foundation awards students with prestigious scholarships and grants to fund their optometric education.

Each scholarship requires students to demonstrate their commitment to optometry and encourages their continued efforts to make a difference in their community and profession.

Winners of the 2016 scholarships were:

InfantSEE® SCHOLARSHIP
Shelby Nicole Baugh Bruner of the University of Missouri-St. Louis College of Optometry received a $7,500 scholarship, and Kalie McCartin of Salus University Pennsylvania College of Optometry was awarded $3,000. Sponsored by Vision West Inc., the third-year students expressed a desire to participate in the InfantSEE program.

Dr. Seymour Galina Grant
Clay Connolly, a third-year student of the Michigan College of Optometry at Ferris State University, received the $2,500 grant, which is awarded annually in memory of the long-time AOA member.

Dr. Pat & Patrick Cummings Scholarship
Jeremy Chartash, a fourth-year student from Nova Southeastern University, was awarded a $5,000 scholarship. Established through Optometry Cares, the scholarship pays tribute to the father and son who passed away in separate tragic accidents. It is generously funded by numerous donors, including a significant contribution from Johnson & Johnson Vision.

Bernard Maitenaz Scholarship
Kim Forgione, a third-year student of Pacific University received a $10,000 scholarship. Introduced in 2014 and sponsored by Essilor, the scholarship honors the inventor of the Varilux lens.

In times of need, Optometry Cares by supporting tomorrow’s leaders, today.
2016 OPTOMETRY CARES SOCIETY MEMBERS
Thanks to generous donors and volunteers, Optometry Cares® is proud to say that more people donated to the Foundation in 2016 than ever before. Because of countless acts of generosity and good will demonstrated by these individual donors, industry partners, and Board Members, more people throughout the country have access to quality eye health and vision care.

MAJOR GIFTS
“Luminary”
CooperVision
Marco Family Foundation
Optovue, Inc.

FOUNDATIONS AND COMPANIES
“Ally”
Bruder Healthcare Company, LLC
MacuHealth
TearScience, Inc.

INDIVIDUALS
Lifetime Member
Angel Alvarez
Dr. and Mrs. Kenji Hamada
Martha Morrow, O.D.
Lynn S. Hammonds, O.D.

20/20 Circle
Drs. John and Cheryl Archer
Allan Barker, O.D.
Larry L. Brandt, O.D.
Drs. David and Cherry Cockrell
Dr. and Mrs. Peter Kehoe

Ambassador Level
Irving Bennett, O.D.
Renee Brauns*
T. Joel Byars, O.D.
Dori Carlson, O.D.
Weslie Hamada, O.D.
Jason Harrold
Jon Hymes*
Steven A. Loomis, O.D.
Joseph C. Mallinger, O.D.
Samuel Pierce, O.D.
Dr. Steven and Kendra Reed
Dave Sattler
Jack Schaeffer, O.D.
Kirk Smick, O.D.
Jerry Sude, O.D.
Andrea Thau, O.D.

Friend Level
Catherine S. Amos, O.D.
Tom Annunziato, O.D.
Kerry L. Beebe, O.D.
Ron Benner, O.D.
Dana Biederman, O.D.
Greg Caldwell, O.D.
Carmen Castellano, O.D.
Douglas Clark, O.D.
John Coble, O.D.
G. Robert Crosby, O.D.
James DeVleming, O.D.
Joe Ellis, O.D.
Fred Farias, III, O.D.
Dr. Shannon Franklin & Mr. Alan Franklin
Ben Gaddie, O.D.
Diane Greer*
Candace Hamel, O.D.
Ryan and Tracey Hayes
Catherine Hendricks
Rebecca Hildebrand*
Ronald L. Hopping, OD, MPH
Barbara Horn, O.D.
Dr. and Mrs. Robert C. Layman
Daryl Mann, O.D.
Carol Marusich, O.D.
Ashley McFerron, O.D.
Stacey Meier, O.D.
Dr. and Mrs. Jeffrey and Joyce Myers
Clarke D. Newman, O.D.
Bjorn Ottosson*
Rodney Peele*
Dr. Christopher and Mrs. Susan Quinn
Carol Record, O.D.
William Reynolds, Jr., O.D.
Rodolfo Rodriguez, O.D.
Jim Sandefur, O.D.
See Life Family Vision
Lisa Wade, O.D.
2016 Donor Honor Roll

Recognition on the Optometry Cares® Donor Honor Roll is based upon the donor’s annual contributions received between January 1, 2016 and December 31, 2016. Optometry Cares – The AOA Foundation makes every effort to ensure accuracy in the Annual Honor Roll of Donors. However, unintentional errors do occur. Please call our Development Office at 800-365-2219, ext 4200 or email foundation@aoa.org to report corrections.

$1000 AND UP
Alabama Optometric Association [AL]
Lynn Alexander (FL)
Allergan Foundation [CA]
The American Optometric Association [MO]
Drs. John and Cheryl Archer [OH]
Allan Barker, O.D. [NC]
Renee A. Braun* [MO]
Bruder Healthcare Company [GA]
T. Joel Byars, O.D. [GA]
CareCredit, Synchrony Financial [CA]
Dori Carlson, O.D. [ND]
Centene Charitable Foundation [MO]
Cleinman Performance Partners, Inc. [NY]
Drs. David and Cherry Cockrell [OK]
CooperVision [CA]
Delta Gamma Fraternity, Beta Chapter [WA]
Millie Dunn (TX)
Essilor of America, Inc. [TX]
Eye Eco Inc. [CA]
Kenji Hamada, O.D. [OR]
Hamada Family Trust [OR]
Candace Hamel, O.D. [ND]
Lochan Smith S. Hammonds, O.D. [AL]
Jason Harrold [MO]
Richard Hults, O.D. [OH]
Jonathan Hymes* [MD]
Lawrence Jehling, O.D. [AZ]
Johnson & Johnson Vision [FL]
Frederic J. Jouhet [MI]
Lawrence Katzen, MD [FL]
Peter Keohoe, O.D. [IL]
Gary Klein, O.D. [CA]
William Ledbetter [AZ]
Steven Loomis, O.D. [CO]
Joseph C. Mallinger, O.D., M.B.A. [CA]
Marco Family Foundation [FL]
Carol Marusich, O.D. [OR]
Dr. and Mrs. W. Donner Mizelle [LA]
Ohio Optometric Association, Inc. [OH]
Optovue, Inc. [CA]
Rodney Peeler* [MD]
Carol Quinn, O.D. [NJ]
Carol Record, O.D. [VA]
Rosemore Family Foundation Inc. [AL]
Martha Rosemore Morrow, O.D. [AL]
Wendy Rothman, O.D. [MD]
Dave Sattler [TX]
Joseph Scholz [FL]
Tear Science, Inc. [NC]
Andrea Thau, O.D. [NY]
Kirk Smick, O.D. [FL]
Vision Council of America [VA]
Vision West, Inc. [CA]
Mary Gregory, O.D. [MN]
Catherine Hendricks* [VA]
Rebecca Hildebrand* [MO]
Desiree Hopping, O.D. and Ronald Hopping, O.D. [TX]
Maine Optometric Association [ME]
Daryl Mann, O.D. [TN]
Lara McKnight, O.D. [NV]
Stacey Meier, O.D. [AZ]
Clarke D. Newman, O.D. [TX]
Bjorn Ottoson* [MO]
Samuel D. Pierce, O.D. [AL]
Antonio Ramirez, O.D. [TX]
William Reynolds, Jr., O.D. [KY]
Rodolfo L. Rodriguez, O.D. [NJ]
Kathryn Ruffatti [IL]
Jimmy So, O.D. [CA]
Lisa Wade, O.D. [TN]
Clifford Wagner, O.D. [PA]

$750-999
Laura Baumstark* [MO]
Alan Glazier, O.D. [MD]
Ryan Hayes* [IL]

$500-749
Thomas Annunziato, O.D. [TX]
Taylor Babcock, O.D. [OH]
Cynthia W. Baker, O.D. [LA]
Kerry L. Beebe, O.D. [MN]
Dana Biederman, O.D. [TX]
Jacqueline Bowen, O.D. [CO]
Brittany Broombaugh* [MO]
Douglas C. Clark, O.D. [AL]
Dana Cocké, O.D. [WA]
Tommy Crooks, O.D. [AL]
James P. DeVleeming, O.D. [WA]
Joe Ellis, O.D. [KY]
Ronald R. Ferrucci, O.D. [MA]
Shannon Franklin, O.D. [VA]
Jennifer Frawley* [MO]
Benjamin Gaddie, O.D. [KY]
Bonnie M. Gauer, O.D., M.Sc. [OR]
Greater Boston Convention & Visitors Bureau [MA]

$250-499
Paul Ajamian, O.D. [GA]
Linda Boyland* [MO]
Larry L. Brandt, O.D. [IA]
Kenton Driver, O.D. [KS]
Mark T. Dunbar, O.D. [FL]
Ken N. Factor, O.D. [AZ]
Robert Foster* [MO]
Brett Freese, O.D. [MN]
David Gibson [CA]
Diage Gregory, O.D. [TX]
Sandi Gregson* [MO]
Marguerite Gross, O.D. [NC]
Christy Jenkins* [MO]
Beth A. Kneib,* O.D. [WA]
Alisa Krewet* [MO]
Robert C. Layman, O.D. [OH]
Ashley McCferron, O.D. [OR]
Danette Miller* [MO]
Michael Nichols, O.D. [MO]
Shalu Pal, O.D. [ON]
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Adam Reider* [MO]
Jeri A. Schneebeck, O.D. [CO]
Diana Shechtman, O.D. [FL]
Jeffrey Sonsino [TN]
Jennifer Spangler* [MO]
Michael Stokes* [MO]
Amy Tisdale [NC]
Con Ward [NC]
Nick Wells* [MO]
Matt Willette* [VA]
Dave Wright [IL]
Dana Wynne* [MO]

$100-249
John Amos, O.D. [AL]
Dean Amundsen, O.D. [CA]
Marcus Andrepont, O.D. [LA]
R. Norman Bailey, O.D. [TX]
Dwight Barnes, O.D. [NC]
Debby Bartsch* [IL]
Christine Beiling-Sheerer, O.D. [OH]
Sharon Berger-Moscow, O.D. [GA]
Julie Bergher [CA]
Bessemer Rotary Club [AL]
James C. Bieber, O.D. [OH]
Melissa Binder, O.D. [SC]
Marcus Robert Bloomenstein, O.D. [AZ]
Allen J. Blume, O.D. [IA]
James Boucher, O.D. [WY]
Jeff Bright [NC]
Leslie Brodsky, O.D. [PA]
Abraham Bromberg, O.D., MS [CA]
Dennis M. Brtva, O.D. [IL]
J. Michael Burke, O.D. [NC]
Emily Bussey, O.D. [OK]
Gregory A. Caldwell, O.D. [PA]
Dr. and Mrs. Lester Caplan (MD)
Jeff Chin (WA)
Coos Eye Centers, Inc [OR]
Joseph E. Crump, O.D. [TN]
John Cummiskey* [MO]
Laura Dake Roche, O.D. [CT]
J. Rick Davis, O.D. [NC]
Davis EyeCare Associates [IL]
Joseph Deering, O.D. [MA]
Bryan Delmore, O.D. [OH]
Jeanne Derber, O.D. [CO]
Stan M. Dickerson, O.D. [TN]
Sally Dillehay, O.D., EdD [GA]
Philip L. Dixon, O.D. [CA]
Neil Draisin, O.D. [SC]
Russell Dressen, O.D. [TX]
Janice Dunlap, O.D. [NC]
Thomas E. Eichhorst, J.D. [MO]
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Thomas C. McIntosh, O.D. (NC)
Barbara McIntyre* [MO]
Jade McClain (FL)
Bill McLean, O.D. [AL]
Lauren McLaughlin, O.D. [NH]
Patricia McMahon* [MO]
Samantha Mein, O.D. (MA)
Scott Meling, O.D., Med (OK)
Douglas Carl Melzer, O.D. [OR]
Brigette Messbarger [OH]
Stephanie Messner, O.D. [IL]
Virgil Mewborn, Ill, O.D. (NC)
Jill Meyer, O.D. [AL]
Dennis Michaels, O.D. [NC]
Michigan Optometric Association (MI)
Daniel Mickey, O.D. [NE]
Judith Ann Mihok [PA]
Donna J. Mikulecky [TX]
Tyler Miles, O.D. [AE]
Monica Miles [MA]
Pamela Miller, O.D. [CA]
Stephanie Miller* [MO]
Steven Gerald Miller, O.D. [NE]
Craig Miller, O.D. [OH]
Richard Miller, O.D. [OH]
Joan Miller, O.D. [OR]
Diane M. Mincey, O.D. [NC]
John Scott Mincey, O.D. [NC]
Richard Mitchell [WA]
Robert C. Monson, O.D. (NC)
Brenda Montecalvo, O.D. (OH)
George Montminy, O.D. [MA]
Richard Montoya (NM)
Patricia Moore [AL]
Steven Carl Moore, O.D. (NC)
Miranda Moore [TX]
Devyn Moran [OK]
Hunter Morgan [WV]
Jeffrey Morrill, O.D. [MA]
David Morris, O.D. [VT]
Larry Dona Morrison, O.D. [MN]
Chris Moshoures, O.D. [NC]
Thomas Motisi, O.D. [WI]
Elizabeth R. Mullett, O.D. (NC)
Shay Murphy, O.D. [CO]
Meghan Murray [IL]
Raymond Myers, O.D. [IL]
Elizabeth Nace [PA]
Yanna K. Nachtigall, O.D. [PA]
Barrett Napier [OR]
Kierstyn Napier Dvorany, O.D. [CA]
Sasha Narayan, O.D. [MN]
Gary Nash, O.D. (NC)
New England College of Optometry [MA]
Jennifer Newby, O.D. [AL]
Robert D. Newcomb, O.D. [OH]
Keith Nice, O.D. (NC)
Brian Nichols, O.D. [TX]
Jacqueline Nickel [PR]
Todd Niemeier, O.D. [IN]
Douglas Nosacka, O.D. [MO]
Sherrie Nunn, O.D. [CO]
Patricia O’Brien, O.D. [VA]
Kim Ocampo, O.D. [AL]
John Okamoto, O.D. [CA]
Jacob Olding, O.D. [OH]
Christopher Olson, O.D. [IA]
Jon O. Olson, O.D. [MN]
Tacie Olson, O.D. [MN]
Chika Onuoha, O.D. [NIG]
Curtis David Opp, O.D. [IA]
Carina Orcutt, O.D. [ME]
Oregon Optometric Physicians Association [OR]
Norva Elaine Osborne, O.D. (NC)
Amanda Osetek, O.D. (NC)
Laura Osmer, O.D. (AL)
Kaila Osmotherly, O.D., FAAO [AZ]
Patricia Osorio (NC)
Nicole Ostrander [MI]
George Edward Ozer, O.D. (PA)
Sarah Palmer [NY]
Albert Pang, O.D. [TX]
Erin Panerl [MI]
Dorothy J. Park, O.D. [SC]
David S. Parker, O.D. [AL]
Michele C. Parker, O.D. [AL]
Stacey Parker* [MO]
Jill Parker* [MO]
Michael R. Parker, O.D. [OH]
Matthew Parker, O.D. [TX]
Adam Parker, O.D. [VA]
Kelli Parks, O.D. [FL]
Caroline Pate, O.D. [AL]
Rena Pate, O.D. [NC]
Nishith Patel, O.D. [MD]
Pooja Jayesh Patel, O.D. [NC]
Carey A. Patrick, O.D. [TX]
Nicole A. Patterson, O.D. [FL]
Patrick Patterson, O.D. (NC)
Darin Paulson, O.D. [IA]
Todd Peabody, O.D. (IN)
Miriam E. Pearson, O.D. [PA]
Staci Palmer Perez, O.D. (NC)
Kayci Perez [TX]
Janet L. Perkins, O.D. (NC)
Fariah Peters, O.D. (NC)
A. Stephen Peyton, O.D. (PA)
John Thomas Phifer, O.D. [NC]
Debra Polin-Belair, O.D. [NH]
Gary David Polan, O.D. [CA]
William Poulter, O.D. [UT]
Ollie Powe, O.D. [AL]
Crystal Prairie [NM]
Cori Prasifka [TX]
Premier Eyecare Optometric Center [CA]
Ryan Proulx [NH]
Coral Pucci (MO)
Amy Puerto, O.D. [KY]
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Howard Purcell, O.D. [TX]
Alyssa Putman, O.D. [NY]
Luis Quiroga [MA]
Jason Rabinowitz, O.D. [NH]
Tahirim Raham, O.D. [FL]
Coby Ramsey, O.D. [WY]
Eric D. Randle, O.D. [MS]
Richard N. Randolph, O.D. [NC]
Sara Rasekhi [FL]
R. Max Raynor, O.D. [NC]
Margaret Read, O.D., MBA, FAAO [VA]
Jennifer Redmond, O.D. [CO]
Bruce Laurence Reese, O.D. [NC]
Kelly L. Reid, O.D. [NC]
Nicholas Reid, O.D. [NC]
Dave R. Reynolds, O.D. [FL]
Valarie Ricciardi, O.D. [MA]
Charles A. Richards, O.D. [CA]
Tara Richmond, O.D. [OH]
Kent J. Risk, O.D. [NC]
Dennis Robinson [MD]
Rebecca Robinson, O.D. [NE]
Kellie Rodrigue* [MO]
Frank E. Roelf, III, O.D. [NC]
Deborah Roos, O.D. [CO]
Dean A. Rosenberg, O.D. [WI]
Paul Roten, O.D. [AL]
Monica Roy, O.D. [MA]
Jack Runninger, O.D. [GA]
Daniel Runyan, O.D. [OH]
Nicole Rush [OR]
Ashley Russell [NY]
Anmarie Russo, O.D. [MA]
Cindy Leigh Russo, O.D. [MA]
Amy Ruzicka [TX]
Mazen Sahawneh, O.D. [AL]
Robert Salchak, O.D. [TX]
Amy Logan Salter, O.D. [NC]
Aaron Salzano [OR]
Henry B. Samson, O.D. [CT]
James D. Sandefur, O.D. [LA]
Sue Ann Sanford-Flores, O.D. [TX]
Mario Saracino, O.D. [PA]
Richard A. Sarlitt, O.D. [CA]
Max Sarver [PR]
Jerrod Satterley* [MO]
Jean Sawyer [NC]
Angielique Sawyer, O.D. [NH]
Justin Schaefer [MA]
Darrell G. Sch Lange, O.D. [IL]
Lucy Schmeider [NY]
Michael R. Schmit, O.D. [OH]
Cheryl Schmit, O.D. [AZ]
Joan R. Schneck [TX]
Christopher Scholz, O.D. [IA]
Lawrence Dall Schonhofen, O.D. [NC]
Duane Schrock, O.D. [AL]
Bernard Scott, O.D. [AL]
John Scott [CA]
Nathan Scott, O.D. [WA]
William Seabert, O.D. [TX]
Benjamin T. Secoy, O.D. [MI]
Angela B. Sellers, O.D. [NC]
Justin Sewell [OR]
Patrick Shafer, O.D. [KY]
Bill Sharpston, Jr., O.D. [GA]
James W. Shaver, O.D. [NC]
William Brian Shewey, O.D. [OK]
Rachel A. Shewmake, O.D. [MO]
Joseph P. Shovlin, O.D. [PA]
Robert Shreiner, O.D. [OH]
Tina M. Siegel, O.D. [NC]
Rand W. Siekert, O.D. [AZ]
Andrea Sims, O.D. [AL]
Rahul Singh, O.D. [CA]
Sean M. Skierczynski, O.D. [NC]
Linda Slade, O.D. [AL]
Eric Slapnicher, O.D. [MI]
Jourdyn A. Smarker [MO]
Samuel C. Smart, O.D. [VA]
Hillary Smith, O.D. [AL]
Todd Smith, O.D. [AZ]
Kimberly Smith, O.D. [KY]
Michael Smith, O.D. [KY]
James Smith, O.D. [ME]
Taylor Smith [MI]
Stephen L. Smith, O.D. [NC]
Jamie Smith [PA]
Cara H. Smith [TX]
Michelle Smyth [LA]
David L. Snyder, O.D. [CA]
Tania Sobchuk, O.D. [AZ]
Larry Soellner, O.D. [IL]
Kenneth Sorkin, O.D. [NY]
Laurie Sorensen, O.D., FAAO [TX]
Angie Z. Sotoel, CPO [IL]
Yen Sou [CA]
Carl H. Spear, Jr., O.D. [FL]
Christina Spelich [FL]
Sid W. Spencer, O.D. [NC]
Meredith N. Stallone [NY]
Glen T. Steele, O.D. [TN]
Sarah Steinberg [AL]
Jill Steinbrunner [OH]
David M. Stella, O.D. [NC]
Elizabeth Stephens [KS]
Paige Stephens [KS]
Gregory Stephens, O.D. [TX]
Elizabeth Stevens [AK]
Heidi Stickels Hawkins, O.D. [TX]
Kevin Stieb [OK]
Steven Stiles, O.D. [AR]
C. Douglas Stine, O.D. [WI]
Teresa Stine, CPOT [WI]
Olivia Stine [WI]
David Stine [WI]
Gabriella Stine [WI]
Annabelle Storch [CA]
Nancy Stovall, O.D. [IN]
V. Raquel Strange, O.D. [OK]
Dexter Wayne Street, O.D. [NC]
Stacey Struckhoff* [MO]
Charles J. Stuckey, Jr., O.D. [PA]
Jonathan A. Sugarman, O.D. [NC]
Janet Suiter [NC]
Lynn Sulzerud, O.D. [MN]
Robert Sullivan, O.D. [NC]
Selwyn Super, O.D., PhD [CA]
Heather N. Sutton, O.D. [AL]
J. Robin Szabo, O.D. [TX]
Terry Tancabel, O.D. [MN]
Bryce Tanner, O.D. [CO]
John Tassinar, O.D. [CA]
Wendy Taylor [NC]
Sarah Y. Taylor, O.D. [WV]
Travis L. Taylor, O.D. [WV]
Lauren Taylor [WV]
Lindsey Taylor [WV]
Renee L. Teitlez, CPO [NM]
Caylyn Temple [SC]
Gene Terrezza, O.D. [FL]
Charles Tessman, O.D. [NY]
Jackie Tessman [NY]
The Joe Giattina Orchestra [AL]
Renee Theroux, O.D. [MA]
Susan Thomas* [MO]
Charles Gregory Thomas, O.D. [NC]
Randall Thomas, O.D. [NC]
Samuel Thompson, O.D. [NC]
Mike Thorn* [MO]
Evan Tirado [MA]
Jessica L. Tompkins, O.D. [TX]
Sarah Toomey [FL]
Cathy Totten [MI]
Caitlin Trail [OK]
Mimi Tran, O.D. [CA]
Kenneth Tran [CA]
Meredith C. Treece, O.D. [VA]
Terry Trevillyan, O.D. [OR]
Brett Trievel, O.D. [IA]
Tim Trinh, O.D. [CA]
Julie Tyler, O.D. [FL]
Stephanie Uchida [OK]
Harold Vaher, O.D. [NC]
Matt Valdes, O.D. [TX]
Elizabeth Valdes [TX]
Alexander Van Dyck [PA]
Ellery Vassallo [MI]
George Veliky, O.D. [NJ]
Michael Veliky, O.D. [NJ]
James Richard Vitale, O.D. [NH]
Melissa Vitek, O.D. [PA]
Lilien Anna Vogl, O.D. [AZ]

Deanne Vroom [MO]
Brian Wadman, O.D. [MA]
William Martin Walker, O.D. [NC]
Douglas Walker, O.D. [OR]
Scott M. Walters, O.D. [OR]
Jaime Wang [CA]
Suzanne Ward, O.D. [MA]
Justin Ward, O.D. [TX]
James R. Watkins, O.D. [PA]
Janine Davis Watkins, O.D. [PA]
Tara Watts, CPO [MA]
Scott Weaver, O.D. [PA]
Daryl Lee Weavil, O.D. [NC]
Karl Wedel, O.D. [TX]
Michael Weeden, O.D. [MS]
Raphael D. Weeks, O.D. [NC]
Kendra Weiler [OR]
Donald Weis [PA]
Douglas F. Weiss, O.D. [VA]
David Weitz, O.D. [NC]
Welcome Library [UK]
Laura Werner, O.D. [VT]
Dave Wesley, O.D. [AL]
Karen Wesley, O.D. [AL]
Katherine West [OK]
Kelsey Westbrook [IL]
Renee Whelan, O.D. [ME]

Alyssa White [UT]
Aleksandra Wianecka, O.D. [NY]
David Joseph Wichnoski, O.D. [NC]
Peggy L. Wike, O.D. [NC]
Janice Wildman [KY]
Thomas Wiley [ID]
Tamara Williams, O.D. [NC]
Marvin Alan Winesett, O.D. [NV]
Ashley Wing [OR]
Timothy Wingert, O.D. [TX]
Alan Winkelstein, O.D. [CA]
Tracy A. Wirth* [MO]
N Lynn Wittman, O.D. [MA]
Brittany Woltihuizen [OK]
Melissa K. Woodard, O.D. [NM]
H. Lindsay Wright, O.D. [CO]
Melissa A. Zaleski [FL]
John A. Zieg, O.D. [OR]
Larae Zimprich [MA]

**CUMULATIVE GIVING**

Donors committed to Optometry Cares’ mission by their lifetime cash gifts of $10,000 or more through December 31, 2016.

**$500,000 and Above**
- American Optometric Association
- Johnson & Johnson Vision
- The Allergan Foundation

**$250,000-$499,999**
- Luxottica North America
- U.S. Health Resources & Services Administration

**$100,000-$249,999**
- CareCredit, Synchrony Financial
- Envolve Benefits and Centene Charitable Foundation
- Hamada Family Trust

**$50,000-$99,999**
- Alcon Foundation, Inc.
- Essilor of America, Inc.
- Vision Council of America

**$25,000-$49,999**
- Angel Alvarez
- CooperVision
- Optovue, Inc.
- Rosemore Family Foundation Inc.
- Transitions Optical, Inc.
- Vision West, Inc.

**$10,000-$24,999**
- Allergan
- Cheryl Archer, O.D.
- Allan Barker, O.D.
- Cleinman Performance Partners
- Drs. David & Cherry Cockrell
- Dr. and Mrs. Pete Kehoe
- The Marco Family Foundation
- Urban Optiks
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Each Optometry Cares® program serves a unique population and enables us to meet the needs of the disadvantaged, underserved, uninsured and the most vulnerable among us. Last year, over 60 million people were in serious risk of vision loss due to eye disease and only half of them visited an eye doctor in the last 12-month period. We cannot sit back and watch disadvantaged populations limit their potential and quality of life. With your assistance, we can help those in need see a brighter future!